Abstract: We introduce two new skewed and leptokurtic distributions derived from the hyperbolic secant distribution and from Vaughan (2002)'s generalized hyperbolic distribution by use of the sinh-arcsinh transformation introduced in Jones and Pewsey (2009) . Properties of these new distribution are given. Their flexibility for modeling financial return data is comparable to that of their most advanced peers. Contrary to the latter for both distributions a closed-form solution for the density, cumulative distribution and quantile function can be given.
Introduction
GARCH models and generalizations are nowadays widely used for modeling financial returns and thus serve as models for the derivation of risk measures such as the Value-atRisk. The conditional distribution of such models are regularly found to be skewed and leptokurtic.
In order to model these findings a vast supply of parametric skewed and leptokurtic distributions has been proposed in recent years. Prominent examples are generalized t-distributions, with the latest example probably given in Zhu and Galbraith (2010) , asymmetric power distributions, compare Komunjer (2007) , stable distributions, compare e.g. Nolan (2010) , or the very recent propositions of generalized maximum entropy distributions, see Herrmann (2011) . All of these models are suitable for practical applications where the focus often is on Monte Carlo simulations or the derivation of the Value at Risk as a quantile of the loss distribution. For both applications it appears as a disadvantage that none of the mentioned distributions allows the derivation of a closed-form solution of the quantile function.
We derive two new distributions based on Jones and Pewsey (2009)'s sinh-arcsinh transformation of the hyperbolic secant distribution and Vaughan (2002) 's generalized secant hyperbolic distribution. These distributions exhibit similar flexibility for modeling skewness and kurtosis of financial data. In contrast to the above mentioned suggestions, both density, cumulative distribution and quantile function can be given in explicit form.
The outline of this article is as follows: We briefly discuss the sinh-arcsinh transformation in the first section. The next two sections introduce the two new distributions and discuss their properties. Section 4 compares their flexibility to the well-known financial models in an application to BMW returns. A conclusion is given in Section 5.
2 The sinh-arcsinh Transformation Jones and Pewsey (2009) introduce the sinh-arcsinh transformation, briefly S-transformation, for some (symmetric) random variable Z with known cumulative probability function F Z defined on R. Let the S-transformed random variable X be given by
with ϵ ∈ R and δ > 0. It follows from the monotonicity of S that the distribution of X depends on Z's and parameters ϵ, δ with probability function given as
Jones and Pewsey (2009) show that the parameters ϵ and δ of the transformed random variable X act respectively as skewness and kurtosis parameters in the sense of the orderings defined in van Zwet (1964) . Jones and Pewsey (2009) apply the sinh-arcsinhtransformation to introduce skewness and kurtosis to a normal distributed random variable. Rosco, Jones, and Pewsey (2010) apply this transformation to introduce skewness to a t-distributed random variable, where δ is hold constant at 1. The following two sections discuss two further application of the sinh-arcsinh-transformation and discuss their results. The first approach introduces skewness and kurtosis to a hyperbolic secant distributed random variable. The second approach introduces skewness to an already leptokurtic or platykurtic generalized hyperbolic distributed random variable.
Hyperbolic Secant Distribution
For a hyperbolic secant distributed random variable Z, density function, cumulative probability function and quantile function are known in their explicit formulae as
where sech denotes the hyperbolic secant function. The distribution has zero mean and unit variance. It is symmetric and has an excess kurtosis of 2.
Its elegant mathematical form already gave rise to further generalizations, e.g. in Harkness and Harkness (1968) or Vaughan (2002) , see Section 5. Both generalizations define families of symmetric distributions with flexibility in terms of kurtosis. Contrary to these generalizations the S-transformation allows for both: introduction of skewness and kurtosis, see following section. Other generalizations of the hyperbolic distribution to skewed densities are given in Fischer (2004) , Fischer (2006) and Fischer and Vaughan (2010) . A recent overview is given in Fischer (2011) .
The HS-SAS Distribution
The hyperbolic secant distribution is generalized to a skewed and leptokurtic distribution by the application of the S-transformation defined in (2) to the hyperbolic secant distribution defined in (3). The resulting S-transformed hyperbolic secant distribution, briefly HS-SAS distribution, is given by its probability function as
Its inverse defines the quantile function with the u-percentile x u as
The median thus only depends on ϵ and δ and is given by
The density function is derived as the derivative of the probability function with respect to x as
The fact, shown in Jones and Pewsey (2009) , that ϵ and δ act as skewness and kurtosis parameters respectively is illustrated in Figure 1 . Figure 2 illustrates the dependence of skewness and kurtosis on corresponding parameters ϵ and δ. Skewness and kurtosis is measured as standardized third and fourth power moments (denoted as m 3 and m 4 ) as
and by use of two quantile based measures suggested in Bowley (1920) and Crow and Siddiqui (1967) (denoted as q 3 and m 4 ) as and
where x u denotes the quantile belonging to probability u. While standardized power moments are calculated via numerical integration, the quantile based measures can be derived directly from the quantile function.
Finally, we will demonstrate that all moments of an HS-SAS distribution exist: Firstly, the n-th power of the S-transformation derives as
Replacing z by X and taking expectations, we obtain
with W ≡ asinh(Z) = log(Z + √ Z 2 + 1) and where M W denotes the corresponding moment-generating function. Some properties of W are the following: Assume that Z represents the hyperbolic secant density. The underlying transformation T is monotone increasing because
Because of its inverse function, T −1 (x) = sinh(x) with corresponding first derivative (T −1 ) ′ (x) = cosh(x) > 0, the random variable W admits the following density (see Figure 3 )
with cumulative distribution function
It has light tails (such that all moments exist). The even ones can be numerically approximated as
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for t > −π, where two cases for t are distinguished as
The parameter t drives the distribution's shape in terms of kurtosis but leaves the distribution symmetric, see Vaughan (2002) . Distribution and quantile function are also known as for π < t < 0:
,
for t = 0:
for t > 0:
. As the GSH distribution already possesses flexibility towards kurtosis the S-transformation is applied only to introduce skewness. This is done by applying the S-transformation with constant δ = 1 and variable ϵ ∈ R (similar to Rosco et al., 2010 for the Studentt distribution). The S-skewed GSH distribution, briefly GSH-SAS, is thus given by the S-transformed random variable X with probability function
F GSH−SAS (x; ϵ, t) = F GSH (S(x; ϵ, 1); t) .
Probability, probability density and quantile function can be given in explicit form, where it must again be distinguished for t as for −π < t < 0:
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) , for t > 0:
The new distribution's flexibility in terms of skewness is illustrated in Figure 4 . The effect of the skewness parameter on measures of skewness is illustrated in Figure 5 .
Application to Univariate Returns
We apply the new models to daily BMW share prices and their log-returns from January 1st 2009 to March 15th 2011, see Figure 6 . As Figure 6 indicates there could be GARCHtype effects in return volatility such that we consider both standardized and GARCHfiltered returns, see Table 1 . 1 It can be seen that filtering for GARCH-effects reduces both skewness and kurtosis, both measured by third or fourth standardized power moments, respectively. Both, pronounced kurtosis and positive skewness, indicate a significant deviation from normality in both types of returns. We thus apply both the S-transformed hyperbolic secant distribution and the skewed generalized hyperbolic distribution to fit the returns. A skewed t-distribution derived from the maximum entropy framework proposed in Herrmann (2011) denoted as MEHC and the normal distribution serve as benchmark for both models. For the former we choose a arctan-based moment to measure skewness as in Fischer, Gao, and Herrmann (2010) . This density function has been found to have similar flexibility for modeling financial market returns as other skewed t-distributions, e.g. the SGT2 proposed in Grottke (2001 ), compare Fischer et al. (2010 . As skewness in both, raw and GARCH-filtered data, is less pronounced than kurtosis, a symmetrical and the skewed version is estimated for each of the suggested distributions.
In order to assess the different models flexibility we apply different goodness-offit criteria such as likelihood (LL) and the likelihood-based information Akaike and Bayesian information criterion (AIC and BIC) . Together with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) and χ 2 distance, these measures emphasize the overall fit. The last criterion chosen is the Andersen-Darling distance (AD) that puts more emphasis on the fit in the tails.
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A graphical representation of the fitted distribution is given in Figure 7 . 2 Results for goodness-of-criteria are given in Tables 3 and 5, estimates in Tables 2 and 4. The skewness parameters for all distributions are significantly different from 0 (the value implying symmetry) and the skewed version of every distribution outperforms the symmetric versions by all criteria of goodness-of-fit. The new distributions outperform the normal distribution by all criteria including those which penalize additional parameters (AIC and BIC). For the case of raw returns the skewed t-distribution is slightly better as the new suggestions. But for the GARCH-filtered returns there is mixed picture: The t-distribution gives a lower χ 2 distance, but worse KS distance and likelihood-based criteria. Both new suggestions give a marginal better fit in the tails for GARCH-filtered returns but worse fit for raw returns. 
Conclusion
The sinh-arcsinh transformation introduced in Jones and Pewsey (2009) provides a useful tool for deriving new skewed and leptokurtic distributions. The application of such transformations to the hyperbolic secant and the generalized hyperbolic distributions yields new flexible distributions for which all, probability, probability density and quantile function can be given in closed-form. The exemplary empirical study shows that the flexibility of such distributions is not necessarily outperformed by other flexible distributions typically applied for financial market models.
